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Abstract
This paper describes a system that produces double-winged flying creatures using body-brain co-evolution without
need of complex flapping flight aerodynamics. While artificial life techniques have been used to create a variety of
virtual creatures, little work has explored flapping-winged creatures for the difficulty of genetic encoding problem
of wings with limited geometric primitives as well as flapping-wing aerodynamics. Despite of the simplicity of
system, our result shows aesthetical looking and organic flapping flight locomotions. The restricted list structure
is used in genotype encoding for morphological symmetry of creatures and is more easily handled than other
data structures. The creatures evolved by this system have two symmetric flapping wings consisting of continuous
triangular patches and show various looking and locomotion such as wings of birds, butterflies and bats or even
imaginary wings of a dragon and pterosaurs.

1. Introduction

As computers become more powerful it is increasingly our
design ability, rather than computing power, that limits the
richness of virtual worlds. Virtual creatures play an increas-
ingly important role in computer graphics as special effects
and characters. The artificial evolution of such creatures po-
tentially offers some relief from the difficulty and time con-
suming task of specifying morphologies and behaviors. Ar-
tificial evolution, a form of digital Darwinism, allows com-
plex virtual entities to be created without need for detailed
design and assembly. One of them presented as Evolutionary
Algorithms (EAs), the technique inspired by biological evo-
lution, has shown much promise in automating the process of
producing artificial creatures for virtual environments. Evo-
lution is a powerful force that can produce complexity going
beyond the reach of the initial design. There are many stud-
ies that focus on evolution of life forms within the field of
Artificial Life. The word co-evolution is defined as recip-
rocally induced evolutionary change between two or more
species or populations. In body-brain co-evolution, the evo-
lutionary change works between morphology and behavior
of a creature to produce the entire creature. Sims 1� 2 pi-
oneered a fascinating approach of evolving both morphol-
ogy and behavior for three-dimensional virtual creatures. His
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“blockies" creatures showed various looking and beautiful
organic motions. Other works such as Framstick project 3,
Virtual Pets 4 have produced various shapes and behaviors
in their own way. Yet the most recent works in this area
5� 6 have produced various stick-like creatures crawling on
the land or swimming under water, they did not produced
creatures in the air. Reynolds 7 developed stochastic model
for flocking behavior of birds but it was not the individual
winged animation. Ramakrishnananda and Wong 17 mod-
eled physically based forward flight bird model using two-
segmented aerofoils but entire animation of two wings are
done by predesigned keyframing and only the central body’s
lift and thrust were calculated from traditional aerodynam-
ics. Also, there were other significant contribution in char-
acter animation 8� 9� 10� 11 using search and optimize method
to produce motions of physically modeled figures. However,
different from these, our work deals with both shape and
motion of specific task, flying. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there is no previous work that employs body-brain co-
evolution methodology to generate flying behaviors. From
now on, creatures need to evolve onto the air.

In order to make an evolved creature to fly, there are
some necessary conditions. First, it needs wings. Previous
genotype-phenotype conversion system performed only con-
necting body primitives such as boxes, capped cylinders, el-
lipsoids and so on. With these limited shape primitives, lift-
ing creature’s body is almost impossible task. Therefore, the
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new embodying rule is needed to have larger surface to re-
sist against incoming airflow and more flexible wing shaping
capability with reasonable regular representation for enough
to encode creatures to genome structure. Next, the creature
needs strong wing stroking power and light body weight to
overcome gravity force without causing unexpected blow-
up of linked body part. In dynamic simulation of articulated
rigid bodies, blow-up by numerical unstableness often oc-
curs when exerted forces or torques are huge but masses
of links are very small. Morphological symmetry and po-
tential capability of balance control are also necessary. The
asymmetries of previous evolved creatures are the result of
unnecessarily huge search space for candidate solutions of
creature morphology, so creature’s symmetries and regulari-
ties do not occur except by chance, and the evolved structure
tend to have unnatural looking and it has inborn disadvan-
tage for balancing in the air. These problems can be settled
by restriction of genotype structure with respect to the de-
sired specification such as one proposed by us.

Control system for this work is augmented neural net-
work similar to Sims work, but slightly different from that
of Sims’. In original neural circuit, inner neural connections
are allowed only between adjacent nodes of outer digraph
except between an unassociated node and others. But this
work somewhat loosened the limitation for more complexity
of controller network, and it is probably more biologically
analogous.

From such point of view, we introduce a simple, in-
tuitive method for producing flying winged-creature. We
present a new genetic description for the flying creature, a
new genotype-phenotype converting system for revelation of
wings which obtains complete symmetry of body structure
with more complexity of control network connectivity but
still retaining topological similarities. In the following sec-
tions, we describe the details of the system then we present
our results and finally close with a discussion and conclusion
of our work.

2. Genotype Representation

The system for producing moving creatures consists of an
algorithm for optimizing creature designs, an encoding rule
to represent the creatures for the optimization algorithm,
and a system for constructing creatures from their encoding.
The encoded data structure of the creature is called geno-
type. With these genotypes, evolutionary algorithms (EAs)
are used as the optimization algorithm for producing the vir-
tual creatures. EAs are a class of stochastic search and op-
timization techniques inspired by natural evolution, includ-
ing genetic algorithms 12, evolutionary strategies 13, genetic
programming 14 and evolutionary programming 15. An EA
maintains a population of candidate solutions from which it
performs search by iteratively replacing the poor members
of the population with the individuals generated by apply-
ing variation to good members of the population. As the al-

gorithm proceeds, an individual which has more fitness for
given environment produces more children than the one that
does not. So entire fitness of the population becomes higher
as generation flows.

2.1. Restricted Nested List

In this work, genotype encoding is accomplished using re-
stricted multi-connection nested list structure. In order to
obtain symmetries of both morphology and control network
topology that satisfies the purpose of this work, the un-
bounded directed graph structure needs to be restricted to
one-dimensional nested list structure with multi-connection.
This allows complete morphological symmetry and makes
a part of inner neural circuit to share sub-parameters of the
same node for the similar network topology between two
symmetric body parts. Furthermore, it can be more easily
handled when giving variation to the genotype such as mu-
tation or mating because of its linear structure that is similar
to one-dimensional array.

Figure 1: Genotype description of winged creature. First
two bolded boxes are central body and wing-root respec-
tively. The wing-root has double connections for two sym-
metric wings.

Figure 2: An example of the genotype description with inner
neural network.

Each outer node has an arbitrary number of neurons to
form a controller network. The Root represents the central
body (fuselage) of the creature and the wing-root represents
the root of wings which lies inside of the central body. These
first two nodes and their connections exist in all individuals
as default, and random numbers of nodes (8 in maximum)
composing wing-segments follow. Only the wing-segment
nodes are deleted or added during the genetic variation. The
variation of the first two nodes and their connections oc-
curred only at inner controller-circuit (neural network) and
their parameters such as length or radius. The parameters
described in Figure 1 are the necessary attributes of geno-
type. Several other minor parameters are not shown for con-
venience.
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3. Constructing Physical Creature

In the creature composition system, each encoded genotype
turns into a phenotype structure by following each node
through its connections. After a genotype is grown into a
phenotype, the creature is constructed by parsing the pheno-
type structure.

Figure 3: Creature construction process of winged creature.
All the parameters and the inner neurons of the phenotype
are replicated from the genotype except direction. Connec-
tion topology of inner neural network is also replicated from
that of genotype.

Each node and connection contains several parameters
that are used as reference for constructing a creature. be-
Segment is a boolean value which indicates whether the
link is a part of the wing. direction is 0 if a link belongs
to left wing, 1 if right wing, this parameter is used in de-
ciding each link’s initial orientation in order to make rota-
tion axis of joints symmetric about the wing-root. This pa-
rameter is assigned when the genotype-phenotype conver-
sion occurs. Only two kinds of joints are considered here,
hinge joint and ball-socket joint. Hinge joints are used be-
tween wing-segments, and the single ball-socket joint is used
between wing-root and the central body. This single 3-DoF
ball-socket joint has comparatively small joint angle range,
and potentially allows the central body to act like a balanc-
ing pendulum of the creature by slightly actuating each of
three motors. This means that the mass of the central body
is comparatively smaller than those of wings, and it is some-
what different from natural flying creatures. The geometric
primitive is a capped-cylinder, which is like a normal cylin-
der except it has hemi-sphere caps at its ends. The length of
the cylinder, not counting the caps, is given by the length
L. The cylinder is aligned along the geometry’s local z-axis.
The radius of the caps, and of the cylinder itself, is given
by the radius R. Typically, the radius of the wing cylinder

was set to 0.5m and the length was limited to 20.0�80.0m.
The radius of the central body was limited to 1.0�5.0m. The
density of the cylinder was 0.01Kg�m3.

Figure 4: Attachment of a cylinder pair. If Lpercent is 1.0,
the child cylinder is flipped to construct a wing bone along
the same direction with making an acute angle with the par-
ent.

Figure 5: An example of genotype and the resultant skeletal
structure of creature. We can see that the wing-root is inside
of central body with collinear local z-axes. All the joint an-
chor position lie at the 0 position of each child cylinder. In
the lower picture, the parameters of the left wing and right
wing describe Psi and Lpercent respectively. Other param-
eters are not shown for convenience.

Each cylinder’s two end points (centers of each hemi-
sphere) are assigned as start point and end point respectively.
The start point is defined as 0 position of the cylinder and the
end points indicates 1, along the cylinder’s local z-axis. The
construction system builds creatures by using parameters of
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outer morphological connections specifying how and where
to attach each cylinder to the parent. These values are Lper-
cent, Theta, Psi, and a child cylinder’s initial position and
orientation with respect to its parent is decided by these pa-
rameters. Lpercent indicates the position of the child cylin-
der’s start point with respect to the parent and its value can
only have 0 or 1 to obtain truss-like wing structure. Theta(θ)
is an angle between parent’s local x-axis and the projected
vector of child’s local z-axis on the plane orthogonal to the
parent cylinder’s local z-axis. Psi(Ψ) is an angle between
local z-axes of parent and child, and is limited to 0�90Æ.
While Psi is fixed value, the Theta is set once as a neutral
angle of the hinge joint at the initialization and varies over
simulation.

Figure 6: A completed creature with rigid films.

After two cylinders are attached to each other, a zero
mass rigid-film is combined between the two cylinders. So,
the film is naturally formed as a triangle with three points,
first from joint-anchor, second from the child cylinder’s end
point, and the last from the parent cylinder’s end point. Since
the rigid-film is attached to a child cylinder, the film’s linear
and angular velocity can be calculated from that of the child
cylinder. As the result, the creature’s wing structure is com-
posed of continuous child-parent pairs with films, and it can
be considered as a webbed structure like a kite or a hang
glider, and the resistant aerodynamic forces are applied to
each film.

4. Controllers

The controller of a creature is an augmented neural network.
While each neuron can have various kinds of activation func-
tions, the network does not have any bias terms or connec-
tion weights. This is somewhat different from typical neural
networks. We believe that this kind of network can gener-
ate more diverse signal patterns and it has better emergency
from artificial life’s point of view. Each neuron belongs to
an arbitrary morphological node but neural connections are
allowed everywhere in the network. One neuron can receive
three inputs in maximum. This limitation leads a couple of
wings to have similar but not completely symmetric connec-
tivity, so the moving patterns of two wings become slightly
different. From this, the creature can have potential capabil-
ity of turning because we don’t want a creature to fly only in
the vertical plane. Since the genotype presented in this work

Figure 7: Detailed description of the child-parent pair with
a hinge joint. The child cylinder rotates about the parent
cylinder’s local z-axis with fixed Ψ. As the result, the ro-
tation path of the child cylinder about the parent cylinder
makes cone shape.

is the one-dimensional list structure so the reference for con-
structing phenotype neural connectivity is shared. Therefore,
regardless of complexity of a genotype network, phenotype
neural network can always have similarities. There are three
kinds of neural nodes: sensors, neurons, and effectors.

4.1. Sensors

Sensors cannot receive connection from other neurons. Only
the input from the creature itself or from the environment is
allowed. Three kinds of sensors are presented in this work,
joint-angle sensor, joint-stop sensor and gyro-sensor.

� Joint-angle sensor gives current value for each degree of
freedom of each joint. Each value is scaled to [-1,1] with
respect to the range of each joint angle. The 0 value indi-
cates neutral position.

� Joint-stop sensor gives the determination of whether the
joint angle has reached joint-stop. If the angle between
joint-stop and current joint angle is less than some limit,
the sensor returns -1, if not, returns 1. This can give ad-
ditional capability to creature for oscillatory movement of
the joint motor.

� Gyro-sensor (gyroscope) is used to measure self-
orientation of things in the air such as aircrafts or rock-
ets. In this work, simple and conceptual gyro-sensor is
modeled to place the focus on balancing. A single gyro-
sensor is located at wing-root and determines current state
of creature’s orientation by comparing local axes of the
wing-root cylinder and direction of the gravity. There are
two degrees of freedom in gyro-sensor, first is the angle
between current local x-axis and ‘roll-basis’ vector which
is the cross-product of current local z-axis and the gravity
vector. Second is an angle between the gravity vector and
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the current local z-axis. Each measured angle is scaled to
[-1,1] and becomes the input of controller network. Figure
8 shows detailed description of gyro-sensor.

Figure 8: A gyro-sensor. X, Y, and Z are axes of the world co-
ordinates, x, y, and z are current local axes of the wing-root.
Two dotted circles have unit radius: the circle a lies in XZ
plane (horizontal plane), and b lies in the plane which has
cylinder’s local z-axis as a normal vector. Note that three
vectors X, Z, and z�g (roll-basis vector) are coplanar and
another triple, x, y and z�g is also coplanar. The angle φR
used as local roll information with respect to the current ori-
entation of the cylinder and the angle φP is used as current
pitch information. As you can see in the figure, z�g indicates
zero-roll state of the cylinder.

4.2. Effectors

Contrary to sensors, they can only receive connections. At
each cylinder, effectors are allocated at each degree of free-
dom of each joint. The output values of effectors are scaled
to some bounds and become input signals of correspond-
ing joint motors. The signal represents desired angular ve-
locity of the joint motor, and the motor is controlled by
proportional-derivative servo. The maximum joint strength
is proportional to sum of mass of the joined link pair. Effec-
tors are considered to belong to child cylinder, so the central
body does not need to have motors and no effectors are al-
located to it. Signals from effectors are scaled typically to
the range of [-1,1] and finally become the input of motors.
Joint motors are actually implemented as constraints and
they bring the body up to speed in one time step, provided
that does not take more force than is allowed. The maximum
force of joint motor is proportional to the product of length
of the parent and child cylinders.

4.3. Neurons

Internal neurons can have various kinds of functions. Many
functions can be used in this work, but typically, for most of

necessary functions of wings are oscillating and switching,
these functions need to be chosen carefully not to cause un-
necessary growth of candidate solution space. The optimal
minimum set of functions used in here is: average, product,
devide, sin, cos, atan, sum-threshold, sign-of, min, max, if,
mem, saw-wave, log, ln, expt, interpolate, differenciate. Os-
cillation functions such as sin, cos, saw-wave have higher
probability to be chosen. We placed upper limits of the num-
ber of controller components within each body part, which
was typically 2 to 4 without counting necessary sensors or
effectors. All input and output signals of neurons (including
sensors and effectors) are adjusted from -1 to 1 in order to
prevent unexpected congestion of signal values.

Figure 9: An example of completely evolved phenotype
neural network. The bracketed signs are gyro-sensors (gs),
joint-stop sensors (cs), joint-angle sensors (as), and effec-
tors (ef). This circuit looks very complicated to understand,
but the primary benefit of EA is that we don’t have to know
the details although it is hard to give tweaking to the system.

5. Dynamics Simulation

Physics simulator calculates articulated rigid body dynam-
ics. In this work, the integration step for the physics engine
was typically 0.05 seconds. The evaluation periods of sim-
ulation was in the range of 1000 to 2000 simulation steps
without visualization and the gravity of 9.81m�s2 was added
to the environment. Integration method used in here is a first
order semi-implicit integrator. The constraint forces (applied
to bodies to keep the constraints together) are implicit, and
the external forces (applied by the user, and due to rotational
effects) are explicit. Medium speed (O(n3), where n is the
number of links) of Lagrange multiplier method was used
to calculate the articulated body dynamics. Self intersection
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was easily detected by finding intersections between trian-
gular films at the start of the simulation.

5.1. Force on the Triangular Rigid Film

Since the cross-sectional area of creature’s wing is flat and
the shape and configuration of triangular patches are arbi-
trary, it is difficult to apply aerodynamics of aerofoils to our
creature. Inevitably, we have to consider forces on each tri-
angular surface. Since the wing’s rigid film is a triangle, the
dynamics used in this system is based on simplified aero-
dynamics 16 that is used for triangular surfaces. The forces
acting on a surface depend on its area and orientation with
respect to the flow. A creature’s wings are divided into tri-
angular patches with a mass point at each vertex. Incoming
velocities of the flow are set by simply negative values of
each velocity of each vertex. The velocity of each point of
a triangular film is resolved into the normal and tangential
components with respect to the triangular surface. The nor-
mal component of the force is due to pressure difference be-
tween the front and the rear of the surface. It can be shown
that the force of a uniform flow with speed vn and density ρ,
that strikes a flat surface of area A, is given by:

Fn � ρAv2
n

The tangential force component is due to a fluid with viscos-
ity moving across a surface. This is given by viscous shear
stress times the area.

Ft � Aη dvt

dy

y is measured perpendicularly from the object surface into
the fluid and η is viscous coefficient. For a non-slip condition
we have at y� 0, v� 0 and for y��, v�vt . Typically, the
velocity profile is parabolic, but in the vicinity of the surface
we may take the velocity gradient to be linear, Ft � Aηvt .
Therefore, formulae of the normal and tangential forces on
the surface can be written as:

Fn � αnAvnvn

Ft � αtAvt

where Fn is the normal component of force acting on the sur-
face, and Ft is the tangential component which represents the
viscous drag of fluid follows across the surface. The constant
an and at were adjusted to have a ratio of 1.21 to 0.0000181.
These values are from fluid dynamical properties (density:
1.21kg�m3, dynamic viscosity: 1.81�10�5N�s�m2) of air at
atmospheric pressure with normal temperature (20ÆC) 19.

After each film is divided into several triangle segments
(4 segments in this work) with equal area, the forces on each
segment are calculated. Note that the force calculation of the
rigid film is nothing but an illusion from the dynamics sim-
ulator’s point of view. Because the simulator only calculates
the dynamics of the cylinders. Since, the film is attached to
the child cylinder, we have to give equivalent effect to the

child cylinder. Therefore, the resultant force and torque ex-
erted on a cylinder are:

Ftotal � ∑
i�N

Fi

Ttotal � ∑
i�N

Fi� ri

where N is the set of the segments of a film and the r is
the relative vector from the cylinder’s center of mass to the
center of the each triangular segment.

5.2. Force on the Cylinder

Instead of calculating forces on every surface of the cylin-
der, the total resistance is divided into two terms that acting
at the center of mass of the cylinder: linear resistant force
and resistant torque. In case of the linear resistance, the area
that receives force is idealized as the projection of capped
cylinder onto the surface that has the velocity vector as a
normal.

Figure 10: Idealized linear resistance of a cylinder. The pro-
jected area with respect to the velocity vector receives resis-
tant force.

Therefore, the linear resistant of the cylinder can be writ-
ten as:

F � αn�2RLsinθ�πR2�vv�

The resistant torque acting on the body about each local
axis can be calculated by integration over the cylindrical el-
ements. Since the cylinder is considered to be long and thin,
a capped-cylinder is approximated to a normal cylinder with
the length of L+2R.

Tx ��4αnω2
xR

� L
2�R

0
z3dz

Ty ��4αnω2
yR

� L
2�R

0
z3dz

Tz ��2αnω2
z �L�2R�

� R

0
r3dr

Note that angular velocities and torques described above are
about each local axis of the cylinder. In order to add tail
feather effect for balancing pitch motion like real birds, addi-
tional weight (typically 1.5�2.0) is multiplied to the torque
about local-x axis of central body cylinder.
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Figure 11: Calculation of the angular resistance of a cylin-
der. In this figure, the resistance about the cylinder’s local-x
rotation is illustrated. The cylinder is divided into slices and
the total torque is derived by integrating over all cylinder
slices. Torques about other axes can be obtained by same
manner.

6. Evolution Process

The evolution process is started by randomly generating an
initial population of genotypes. Each genotype in turn is con-
verted into a physical creature, and they are put into a physi-
cally simulated environment to evaluate fitness score for the
given task. After each creature is placed in the air with the
height of 200�300 meters from the ground, the simulation
is started. The fitness score is defined by the sum of hovering
time and horizontal speed with some weight.

Fitness � thover �
Tmax

∑
t�1

vt�h�v
norm
t�h �vnorm

t�1�h�

1�	�vt�y�

	�x� �

�

x
 x � 0
0 otherwise

vt�h and vt�Y are the horizontal speed and the speed in the
direction of world Y-axis of the creature at time t respec-
tively. At each timestep, more speed to forward direction re-
ceives more reward by multiplying dot-product of two nor-
malized vectors of vt�h and vt�1�h. The creature that moves
downward receives penalty but moving upward get no re-
ward because we don’t want many creatures to rise as a
rocket. thover is a hovering period of the creature until it
falls on the ground. Contrary to our expectations, most of the
creatures fell on the ground during simulation period, so ad-
ditional reward for hovering time was considered. Through-
out the whole generations, the creature who stays in the air
longer than 1000 time steps did not appear until almost half
of the total running period elapsed. This infers that the air en-
vironment with gravity is very harsh to the evolved creatures
compared with underwater or land environment in terms of
balancing. The improvement of the simulation speed was

done by prematurely aborting the simulation of individual
that did not perform well. Whether the creature is blown up
was decided by measuring the linear velocities of the crea-
ture’s body parts (typically velocity over 1000m�s or higher
is regarded as blowing) and that creature was aborted. In-
terim fitness measuring of each creature was performed after
one fourth of the total evaluation period had elapsed. If, af-
ter one fourth of the period, it had moved by a distance less
than one fifth of that moved over the total evaluation period
by the least fit creature of the previous generation (i.e. the
fitness score of the least fit creature from the previous gener-
ation is stored in global memory then used for comparison),
then the evaluation was also discarded.

Figure 12: Mating operations. Note the grafting is per-
formed only at wing segments to preserve central body and
wing-root.

After the fitness evaluation has finished, the genotype
variation is performed. In this work, three genetic opera-
tor was used, mutation, crossover, and grafting. Mutation is
performed about both outer (list nodes) and inner (neurons)
nodes, crossover and grafting is performed only at outer
nodes. When the outer node lost connections from adjacent
node during operation, then all the neural connections of that
node are also disconnected. They are randomly connected to
new neighbors after the operation. The mutations of node
parameters are done in their own legal bounds described in
the previous sections.

7. Results and Discussion

The system settings were typical as follows. The size of
the population was generally 300�500, and runs lasted for
100 to 300 generations. The top one fifth of genotypes from
each generation were copied to the next generation with-
out modification. The remaining 80% of the new generation
was created by selecting single parents by tournament se-
lection with size 2 and a 90% probability of selecting the
fitter creature of the two, and reproducing them asexually
(i.e. just copy them) with probability of 40%, by crossover
with another genotype with 30%, or by grafting with prob-
ability 30%. For reproduction by crossover or grafting, the
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second parent was chosen with a uniform random distribu-
tion from the elite 20% of genotypes from the parent popu-
lation. Mutations were then applied to the newly generated
genotypes except the elite. After running 3�6 hours at PC
of Pentium IV 2.53Ghz with 256Mb RAM, various kinds
of winged creatures were evolved from the system. Most of
them were showing flapping wing locomotions, but when
the mass of the central body was too small, unexpected mo-
tions were shown such as moving aside with sinusoidal mo-
tion of two wings like a water snake or moving somewhat
far distance just by gliding flight without moving wings.
Unfortunately, most of flapping locomotions were just os-
cillatory movement without significant differences between
downstroke and upstroke such as other actual bird models
17� 18. Most of them showed only forward flapping flight, al-
though some of them changed their directions by exploiting
slight asymmetries of their controller networks. From the
computer animation’s point of view, the fatal weakness of
body-brain co-evolution is lack of interactivity, but evolved
creatures are typically very sensible to external stimulation
so it is hard to touch their ‘black-box’ systems.

However, in most of the successive creatures, it can be
seen that the moving trajectory of the central body or wing
root was following a sinusoidal path that is like natural
birds. The creature with long wingspan has flapped its wings
slowly like pterosaurs, and short wings moved somewhat
fast such as a butterfly or a bat. Several fast flapping crea-
tures showed hovering behaviors like bees or butterflies. De-
spite of simplicity of the dynamics, we can see that the EA
offers various interesting creatures with reasonable physical
plausibility and life-like behaviors.

Figure 13: Various evolved wings.

The proper system parameters are determined by several
experiments of simulation. Although, there are many factors
that influences fitness, in particular, two properties were con-
sidered to be important: population size and scale factor a
(αn �1.2α, αt �1.81�10�5α). The diversity of a population
is the important factor of evolution process and is strongly

Figure 14: Creatures in motion.

Figure 15: Graph of fitness vs. generation examined for runs
of different population sizes.(left) Graph of fitness vs. gener-
ation examined for runs of different α.(right)

influenced by population size. A number of runs were per-
formed and we found that a population size of around 300 is
suitable. The number of generations is limited to 100�200
for tolarable running time. The value α is partially depends
on the characteristics of the dynamics simulator. Several tri-
als to find suitable α were performed under the population
size of 300 and 50 generations. From simple observations,
the value of α which is higher than the range above caused
serious unstability of the simulator (such as blow-up), the
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lower value showed insufficient air resist. Other run param-
eters are decided by several experiments or just by heuristic
tuning. The parameter tuning needs somewhat hard efforts
as other applications of artificial evolution do, but many of
them could be decided easily by just observing movements
of a few random creatures.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

In summary, this work has described a system that can gen-
erate three-dimensional virtual flying creatures by artificial
evolution. Users can generate interesting creatures that have
organic and physically plausible flapping flight motions with
various shapes. The genetic description for the flying crea-
tures in this work allows complete morphological symme-
try with a more complex controller network without loos-
ing the bilateral similarities of network connectivity. A new
subspace of virtual creatures for flying is discovered in the
hyperspace of possible creatures.

In this work, the following (or turning) behavior of the
creature is not as easy as we expected because the locomo-
tional stability of the flyers is far lower than that of the swim-
mers or crawlers. Since they have to retain balance against
the disturbance of gravity through their life time, they have
few choices in terms of moving patterns. It is especially dif-
ficult to intervene between maneuvering and balancing in the
air. In addition, the degree of freedom of a wing joint is not
enough for various wing movements (i.e. the wing in this
work cannot perform twist or lead-lag motions as real birds
do). Over-sensitiveness of the creature itself and difficulties
in controlling it aggravate the problem. There is a need for
research which investigates how to evolve the following be-
havior or to make them dive toward a prey on the ground,
with the tolerable growth of search space of EA. In addition,
future researchers should make efforts to make each behav-
ior of each virtual environment (land, water, sky) modular-
ized into the composable controllers for various applications
such as virtual pet system, game characters, or entire digital
nature including plant generation systems. As computers be-
come more powerful, we believe that this sort of works can
be a new frontier that offers infinite diversity to the virtual
world in the near future.
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Appendix

Here is the detailed description of neural functions that are
used in this work. Note these functions are not the correct
solution of these sorts of systems. For the sake of stability,
all the functions are adjusted to prevent a division by zero
and the output is limited to [-1,1] not to cause signal conges-
tion. Some functions from below (sum-threshold, sign-of, if,
interpolate) were provided by Karl Sims.

Func(a,b,c) Description

sin sin�avg�a�b�c��

cos cos�avg�a�b�c��

atan atan�avg�a�b�c��

sum-threshold if �a�b��c return 1, else return -1

sign-of if �abc�� 0 return 1, else return -1

min min(a,b,c)

max max(a,b,c)

if if a�0 return b, else return c

mem keep some previous input values
and let them out over time

saw-wave ∑n��1�n�1 1
n sin�avg�a�b�c��n�time�

log log10avg�a�b�c�

expt eavg�a�b�c�

devide if 
 b� c 
� 0�00001, return 0
otherwise, a��b� c�

interpolate x � 0�5�c�1�
return ax�b�1� x�

differentiate return avg�a�b�c�t �avg�a�b�c�t�1

Table 1: Description of neural functions.
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